
 
The Custom Sticker Shop is a sticker store offering car and truck owners around the country a vast range of original,
cool stickers with different bands, sports teams, funny sayings, TV show references and Army, Police or hunting
themes.

Jeep Yankees Bumper Stickers Windshield Decal and
Banners Launched
ROBINSON MARTINEZ August 16, 2018

The famous Custom Sticker Shop has just released a new collection of windshield decals and bumper stickers
for Cowboys, Eagles, Raiders and Yankees fans.

(Newswire.net -- August 16, 2018) -- The famous Custom Sticker Shop has launched a whole new collection of
Yankees, Raiders, Eagles and Dallas Cowboys decal stickers for the sports fans who want their truck or Jeep to
feature their favorite team.

More information is available at https://customstickershop.us.

The Custom Sticker Shop is a sticker store offering car and truck owners around the country a vast range of original,
cool stickers with different bands, sports teams, funny sayings, TV show references and Army, Police or hunting
themes.

For all the sports fans around the country who want their truck or Jeep featuring their favorite team, the shop has just
released a whole new collection of football and baseball stickers.

The stickers are available for the hood, the windows, the bumper or the windshield of any truck or Jeep and offer a
variety of designs inspired by the Yankees, the Raiders, the Eagles and the Dallas Cowboys.

This includes designs with just the emblem, the emblem and the name, the ‘How Bout Them Cowboys’ saying, the
‘Raider Nation’ or ‘Raider For Life’ mottos and even Yankees or Eagles’ girl ones for the ladies.

They can all be installed by just placing the decal face up on the windshield, the bumper or the hood of the vehicle,
slowly peeling off the backing, and then rubbing it a few times.

For those who want to decorate their vehicle with something else, the store also offers great fishing, hunting, religion,
sports or Walking Dead related stickers and even completely customized ones made according to the client’s
instructions.

For added convenience and peace of mind, all their stickers are made with quality vinyl in the U.S., available with quick
shipping to anywhere in the country, priced at some of most affordable rates out there and sold with detailed installation
info.

To see the new baseball or football stickers they have in stock and all the other banners or decals they have available
for trucks, cars and Jeeps, clients can just go to the Custom Sticker Shop website at the link provided above.

Source: http://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00103491-https-customstickershop-us.html
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